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CSE Publications
Managing Water

Making Water Everybody’s Business: Practice & Policy of Water
Harvesting
Edited by: Anil Agarwal, Sunita Narain and Indira Khurana
This repor t provides in-depth analysis of traditional practices,
technologies, policy issues and the work of governments and NGOs.
(Pages 456) PB: Rs 490 / US $22
Fourth Citizens Report (SOE-4): Dying Wisdom
Edited by: Anil Agarwal and Sunita Narain
This report provides a comprehensive overview of India’s millennia-old
traditions of rainwater harvesting. Triggered a nationwide interest in
community-based water management. Also available in Hindi. (Pages 404)
PB: Rs 390/US $14, Hindi Rs 290/US $12

he Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) is a public interest research and
advocacy organisation based in New Delhi. CSE researches into, lobbies for and
communicates the urgency of development that is both sustainable and equitable.

T

The scenario today demands using knowledge to bring about change. In other words,
working India’s democracy. This is what we aim to do.
The challenge, we see, is two-pronged. On the one hand, millions live within a biomassbased subsistence economy, at the margins of survival. The environment is their only natural
asset. But a degraded environment means stress on land, water and forest resources
for survival. It means increasing destitution and poverty.
Here, opportunity to bring about change is enormous. But it will need a commitment to
reform — structural reform — in the way we do business with local communities.
On the other hand, rapid industrialisation is throwing up new problems: growing toxification
and a costly disease burden. The answers will be in reinventing the growth model of the
Western world for ourselves, so that we can leapfrog technology choices and find new ways
of building wealth that will not cost us the earth. This is the challenge of the balance.
Our aim is to raise these concerns, participate in seeking answers and — more importantly
— in pushing for answers and transforming these into policy and so practice. We do this
through our research and by communicating our understanding through our publications.
We call this knowledge-based activism. We hope we will make a difference.

Third Citizens' Report (SOE-3): Floods, Flood Plains &
Environmental Myths
Edited by: Anil Agarwal and Sunita Narain
This report remains one of the few chronicles of the ecological change
taking place in the Indo-Gangetic plains — India’s most densely populated
area. (Pages 167) PB: Rs 190 / US $10

Tanks of South India
Edited by: Prof A Vaidyanathan
This book analyses the variations between and within tanks — in the
distribution of water to different segments of the command and in
productivity. (Pages 178) PB: Rs 490 / US $14
Wastewater Recycling Manual for Urban Areas with case studies
A comprehensive documentation of localised community-level approaches
in urban wastewater management. (Pages 52) PB: Rs 250 / US $20

Water Harvesters’ Manual for Urban Areas
This manual is built out of CSE’s experience in providing technical advice
to implement rainwater harvesting in the urban context. Available in
English, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu. (Pages 35) PB: Rs 100/US $8
Down To Earth Books
Body burden: Health and Environment in India
A degraded environment brings with it a set of health problems — some new and
some, which have posed a challenge over the years. Presenting Body Burden, a
compilation of reports from Down To Earth on the health impacts of
environmental pollution in India. (Pages 344) PB: Rs 390 / US $31
Agenda Unlimited
Across India, people have taken their destinies into their hands — Improving their
future. A compendium of such stories. Reported over 12 years. (Pages 288)
PB: Rs 490 / US $29

Survival Primer – Down To Earth Special Issue
Contains prominent articles collated from 200 issues of science and
environment fortnightly, Down To Earth, from 1992 onwards. (Pages 240)
PB: Rs 290 / US $10
State of India’s Environment

Global Environmental Negotiations (GEN)
GEN-2: Poles Apart
Edited by: Anil Agarwal, Sunita Narain, Anju Sharma and Achila Imchen
The second in the series this book includes updates on the issues dealt
within the first report, Green Politics. This report has also new chapters on
five conventions and institutions, and updates on issues covered in the first
report. (Pages 441)
PB: Rs 690 / US $33
GEN-1: Green Politics
Edited by: Anil Agarwal, Sunita Narain and Anju Sharma
This book provides a close analysis of important environment related
conventions and institutions from their origins, and demystifies the
politics of ‘saving the environment’. (Pages 409)
PB: Rs 590 / US $31

Green Rating Project
Concrete Facts – The life cycle of the Indian cement industry
A state of the art compilation of facts on the Indian cement industry. It
assesses its environmental, economic and social per formance by
covering issues ranging from raw material sourcing to technology and
finally benchmarks the performance of 38 Indian cement plants with the
global best practises. (Pages 164)
PB: Rs 3,000 / US $90
All About Paper – Green Rating of Pulp & Paper Industry
A comprehensive Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) approach for assessing the
environmental performance of pulp and paper industry in various phases of
life cycle ranging from raw material sourcing to pollution generation and
control. (Pages 344) PB: Rs 5,000/US $125
Mileage – Green Rating of Indian Automobile Industry
In-depth Life Cycle Analysis of the environmental performance of major
players in the Indian automobile sector. Also analyses technological
issues, comparative analysis of best practices with global players and
recommends future outlook. (Pages 238)
PB: Rs 490 / US $18
Environmental Rating of Indian Caustic-Chlorine Industry
An exhaustive life cycle analysis of players in the Indian caustic chlorine
sector and its impact on environment. (Pages 334)
PB: Rs 2999/US $90

Air Pollution
The LEAPFROG FACTOR – Clearing the air in Asian cities
Captures 10 years of action, impacts and learning to address the complex air
pollution challenge in Asia. This book is a survival guide for Asian cities trying to
steer their way out of the pollution haze. (Pages 448)
PB: Rs 590 / US $35

Environment Education

Fifth Citizens' Report (SOE-5)
Edited by: Anil Agarwal, Sunita Narain and Srabani Sen
This report documents the extraordinary initiatives in the rural sector and
the crisis the urban sector faces. (Pages: Part I-440; Part II-256)
PB: Rs 590 / US $33

Green Schools Programme Manual
This manual is designed as a self-learning and assessment tool so that
teachers can work with students to audit their use of natural resources
and to experiment with environment friendly practices. (Pages 78)
PB: Rs 125 / US $10

Second Citizens' Report (SOE-2)
Edited by: Anil Agarwal and Sunita Narain
This report describes major environmental changes in India. It’s a balance
sheet of India’s resources and focuses attention on the effect of
ecological degradation on the poor. (Pages 393) PB: Rs 290 / US $12

Note: HB – Hardback and PB – Paperback.
Prices include postage and delivery charges.

First Citizens' Report (SOE-1)
Edited by: Anil Agarwal, Ravi Chopra and Kalpana Sharma
This repor t analyses the little understood relationship between
development and environment, the impact of environmental degradation
on individual, social groups, tribals and nomads. (Pages 192)
PB: Rs 190 / US $10
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